Virtual Reality-Based Alcohol Prevention in Adolescents: A Systematic Review
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Abstract: Virtual Reality-simulations offer new opportunities for alcohol prevention in adolescents. As an innovative medium, Virtual Reality can be attractive for the target group, and avatar-based pathways allow tailoring prevention in a gender-specific manner. However, tailoring may reproduce gender stereotypes and be exclusive. Therefore, this systematic review aims to summaries existing evidence regarding Virtual Reality-simulations for alcohol prevention targeting adolescents and to examine how gender is considered. A systematic search was conducted in seven databases. Two reviewers independently performed screening, data extraction, and quality assessment. Out of 224 search hits, four publications derived out of an Australian, a Danish, and a US-American project met the inclusion criteria. Research designs included qualitative (2), quantitative (1), and mixed-method approaches (1). Qualitative methods focused on development, evaluation, and participatory methods in the creation process, demonstrating adolescents’ involvement in Virtual Reality design. Adolescents appreciated the realism and the exposure to peer pressure and to negative alcohol consequences. Quantitative designs focused mainly on measuring alcohol-related outcomes (e.g., attitude and behavioral intentions towards binge drinking), and positive changes were found. In all studies, gender was assessed in the male-female dichotomy. Further gender-sensitive research is needed to develop and test the possibilities and pitfalls of tailoring Virtual Reality-simulations.
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1. Introduction

The harmful use of alcohol is linked with over 200 health conditions, such as injuries, cancer, and cardiovascular diseases [1]. Especially, adolescents tend to be vulnerable to alcohol-related risk factors. Alcohol use is associated with impairment in brain development [2], as well as with school problems, absenteeism, unwanted pregnancies, and the use of other substances [3,4]. Attitudes toward alcohol, drinking motives and consumption patterns are usually formed in adolescence [5]. Earlier initiation of consumption and regular use of alcohol during adolescence increases the likelihood of problematic consumption and dependence later in life [3,5,6]. Therefore, prevention plays a crucial role in adolescence.

Even though studies show that alcohol consumption among adolescents in European countries has been slightly but steadily declining in recent years [7], prevalence and high-risk behavior, such as binge drinking, remain high. Current data from 2019 shows that 79% of school students reported having consumed alcohol at least once during their life [7]. A total of 13% of the students reported having experienced alcohol intoxication in the last 30 days, and 34% stated at least one binge-drinking occasion (defined as five or more units of alcoholic beverages on one occasion) in the last month [7].

Virtual Reality (VR) is an innovative medium not only offering new treatment opportunities for psychological disorders [8], especially in craving provocation with substance
use disorders [9], but also for alcohol prevention in adolescents. VR allows experiencing a specific situation in a virtual environment [10] by immersing in a simulation. These simulations can stimulate learning by a sense of presence and increased interactivity compared to traditional learning environments [11]. Moreover, VR allows experiences of risk situations in a safe environment [12] and thus to train skills securely. Further, the novelty of the medium can be attractive, especially to young people. Additionally, VR offers the possibility of creating different scenarios and simulation pathways according to game characters (avatars). Specifically tailored interventions in which the preventive strategy can be adapted to the individual’s characteristics are promising tools for behavior change [13,14]. Therefore, the impact of VR on alcohol prevention should be analyzed.

One systematic literature review already summarized VR applications in individuals with alcohol misuse [15], alongside another review that provided an overview of the application of VR in alcohol studies in general [12]. The latter review showed the promising application of VR in various fields: (1) cue-exposure therapy, (2) driving simulators for examining relationships between alcohol and neurological activity, and (3) training of healthcare professionals. Only one of the included studies in this review focused on adolescents [12]. For that reason, the novelty of the present review is to focus on adolescents as a crucial target group of alcohol prevention. The impact of alcohol prevention using VR in adolescents offers opportunities for health improvement and should be analyzed.

Gender, as one of the central and complex social determinants of health [16], represents a possible customizable category for VR alcohol prevention. As differences between gender groups regarding the consumption and the social interaction with alcohol can be monitored [6,7,17], and the effectiveness of prevention and health promotion depends on gender differences [18,19], it seems to be of significant importance to use the potential of tailoring VR alcohol prevention in a gender-sensitive manner. Moreover, gender can be used as a site of inquiry to focus on further diversity characteristics (sexual orientation, cultural or economic background, ability, etc.) when investigating possible tailoring categories. At the same time, tailoring approaches to gender may reproduce stereotypes and be exclusive. First, when creating for example a male and a female version, stereotype binary gender attributions could be represented and differences within gender groups could be inappropriately homogenized. Second, gender and sexual diversity could not be addressed at all, thus excluding all those who cannot or do not want to define themselves as male or female. This highlights the methodological dilemma of gender-sensitive research: Neither to reproduce binary gender attributions nor to abandon gender as a category of analysis of difference and specific intervention. Hence, it is of interest, how VR approaches considered gender. Gender is understood here as a complex [16,20], intersectional [21], and relational [22] psycho-socio-cultural variable with more than two possible expressions, including diversity as well as within-group heterogeneity [23,24]. Current research that addresses gender-sensitive approaches in health reports refers to a similar conceptualization of gender [22]. Therefore, the present review examines if and how gender was acknowledged in previous research as a secondary aim. Based on this background the present review aims to

1. identify and summarize existing evidence regarding VR simulations for alcohol prevention targeting adolescents and
2. examine if and how gender is taken into account in VR alcohol prevention approaches.

2. Materials and Methods

A systematic literature search was conducted in June 2020, according to the recommendations of the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) checklist [25].

2.1. Databases

This systematic review deals with an interdisciplinary research question. Therefore, various scientific sub-disciplines and their relevant databases were integrated into the
search. Seven databases covering the medical, psychological, and educational fields were searched: MEDLINE, Web of Science, Cochrane Library, PsychINFO, PSYNDEX, FIS Bildung Literaturdatenbank (German), and ERIC.

2.2. Eligibility Criteria and Literature Search

As not only interventional studies should be included in the review, the SPIDER framework (Sample, Phenomenon of Interest, Design, Evaluation, Research Type) was used to integrate quantitative, qualitative, and mixed-methods studies. SPIDER was used because it is particularly suitable for mixed-methods research [26]. For the Sample, adolescents between 10–19 years were selected according to WHO definition [27]. The search strategy also covered all common synonyms. VR served as the Phenomenon of Interest and it was included in the search with appropriate synonyms. As Design, all types of research studies and proposals were included. Our objective was not limited to report efficacy but to include all publications of this emerging research field. For Evaluation, we used the term alcohol prevent* and associated terms. As Research Type qualitative, quantitative, and mixed-methods studies were of interest. Therefore, a restriction was not set. Gender, as the particular interest of this review, was not applied as a search term to broaden the results.

Thus, the search terms result in the following search syntax: (adolescents OR young people OR youth OR young OR teenager OR underage OR minors) AND (virtual reality OR VR OR virtual simulation OR simulated 3D environment OR artificial reality) AND (alcohol prevent* OR alcohol* OR prevention of alcohol OR alcohol consumption OR alcohol misuse OR alcoholism OR binge drinking). Search terms were translated for the German database FIS. In addition, a hand search in included papers citations and reference lists was performed to explore further suitable publications.

2.3. Selection of Studies

An EndNote (X9.3.3) database was created to manage the search results. First, duplicates in search results were eliminated. Second, titles and abstracts were reviewed to determine whether the remaining studies meet the inclusion criteria. Inclusion criteria were: VR as intervention, intervention on alcohol (also among other scopes), only adolescents as target group, full text available, no grey literature (e.g., conference papers), and English or German language. Different publications that originated from the same study were included and assessed if they met the eligibility criteria. Two reviewers (C.P./S.M.H.) were involved in search results screening and checked all hits independently. If eligibility criteria were fulfilled, the two reviewers continued with reading the full texts of the corresponding articles. In case of a divergent decision on the eligibility of the two reviewers, studies were also included for full-text examination. During the eligibility checking of remaining full texts, reasons for exclusion were documented.

2.4. Data Extraction

Data extraction was performed independently by two reviewers (C.P./S.M.H.) using a standardized a priori extraction form consisting of the following segments: author, year, title, country, design, sample, objective, VR details, theory, outcomes measures, used instruments, results, discussion, limitations. In addition, publications were checked in detail on whether and how gender was acknowledged in the included studies. Results were saved in an Excel (version 2101) spreadsheet by each reviewer. A comparison of the two Excel sheets was used to check for accuracy of summaries or identify disagreements. Any discrepancies were resolved by referring to the original article, via discussion and subsequently led to a consented synthesized extraction database.

2.5. Assessment of Study Quality

Quality assessments served to identify consistent weaknesses across studies. Two reviewers (C.P./S.M.H.) independently conducted a critical evaluation of the study quality.
The Mixed Method Appraisal Tool (MMAT), a quality assessment instrument for quantitative, qualitative, and mixed-methods studies [28], served as a basis for the assessment. The critical appraisal criteria were applied by each reviewer independently and then compared. Unclear results were resolved by discussion. Instructions by Hong et al. [28] were followed for extracting detailed information on the quality of each study instead of calculating an overall score, which allows a comprehensive and transparent overview. Quality assessments were not used to exclude any studies.

2.6. Data Synthesis

The results were analyzed and synthesized narratively, segregated by design, and oriented at a parallel-results convergent synthesis design as described by Noyes et al. [29] in numerical, tabular, or textual format. Conducting a meta-analysis was not foreseen since this review was not restricted to quantitative study designs.

3. Results

3.1. Search Results

The Database search retrieved 224 records. Most of the records were found in MEDLINE (n = 75), Cochrane Library (n = 62), and PsychINFO (n = 41). The search in Web of Science, PSYNDEX, and ERIC resulted in 29, 12, and 5 results, respectively. No suitable study was identified in the German database FIS. Hand search resulted in 11 additional publications. After duplicates were removed, 203 records were screened by reading titles and abstracts. Subsequently, 177 papers were excluded. Of the remaining 26 records, 22 were excluded due to the following reasons: Eleven studies were not dealing with the specified target group, seven records did not deal with VR as an intervention, two studies were not focusing on alcohol use and two studies did not provide a full text. Consequently, four records were included in the synthesis. The search process is visualized in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. PRISMA flow diagram for the procedure of the systematic review.](image-url)
3.2. Characteristics of the Studies

All four included studies (see Table 1) were published after 2014 and derived out of an Australian [30,31], a Danish [32], and a US-American project [33]. The earliest publication provided information on an animated VR simulation whereas the other three studies were based on filmed VR simulations.

Two of the VR simulations were based upon an alcohol education program named VR House Party as part of the Blurred Minds program [30,31]. This program featured a suite of gamified resources to engage and deliver alcohol-related messages to adolescents [30,31]. The VR House Party simulation was conceptualized “to experience peer pressure and drink on a no-risk (virtual) environment” [31] (p. 7). The Danish study used a revised version of the VR House Party film script. Based on that, the authors filmed a new VR simulation named VR FestLab [32]. Hadley et al. [33] created an animated VR simulation in which participants were exposed to alcohol and cannabis use and sexual risk-taking cues in a party environment for adolescents.

In all VR simulations, users experience different scenes (pre-party, party orientation, at the bar, etc.), and alcohol had been offered (in Hadley et al. [33] also marijuana). While Hadley et al. [33] provided a 7-min animation in which the participants could not make decisions themselves, VR House Party and VR FestLab were interactive set pathway simulations, and users could choose reactions and the scene they wanted to enter next.

The three studies based on VR House Party [30,31] or VR FestLab [32] aimed at similar objectives. The aims were the VR development or evaluation and how to apply participatory methods in the creation process. The objective of Hadley et al. [33] was to examine the utility of VR in eliciting psychological arousal by exposing participants to substance use and sexual risk-taking cues. According to different objectives, the designs varied. The methodology ranged from two qualitative studies [30,32], one quantitative evaluation [33] to one mixed-methods study [31]. Sample size substantially varied due to methodological approaches (n = 9 in qualitative interviews up to the assessment of pre-post quantitative data in the mixed-methods approach of 374 adolescents). Qualitative designs followed an exploratory approach of VR creation or evaluation, and adolescents' opinions and feelings towards the programs using various qualitative data sources. Qualitative data acquisition tools have been semi-structured face-to-face interviews with open-ended questions [32], written feedback forms [30,31], and protocolled observations as well as created presentations and generated ideas by participants of creation groups [30]. The quantitative study focusing on psychological arousal [33] measured changes in physiological outcomes on subjective and objective levels (heart rate, respiratory sinus arrhythmia, and self-reported somatic arousal) in a within-subject design by paper-pencil forms. The mixed-methods study [31] measured in the quantitative part changes in alcohol-related outcomes (e.g., attitude towards binge drinking or behavioral intentions) using a pre-post online survey.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author (Year): Title [Reference Number]</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Outcome Measures and Instruments</th>
<th>VR Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vallentin-Holbech et al. (2020): Co-creating a virtual alcohol prevention simulation with young people [32]</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>To study how young people perceived their involvement in a co-creation process focused on the development of a gamified VR simulation for adolescents.</td>
<td>qualitative</td>
<td>$n = 9$ (interviews)</td>
<td>Semi-structured face-to-face interviews on students’ opinions and feelings about the participation.</td>
<td>VR FestLab Prototype—a VR simulation filmed with a 360° video camera. The Australian VR House Party script served as a basis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durl et al. (2017): Co-designing with young consumers—Reflections, challenges and benefits [30]</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>To explore co-design as a method for involving young consumers in the design of an alcohol education program that utilizes an interactive VR component.</td>
<td>qualitative</td>
<td>$n = 22$</td>
<td>1. Written feedback from members of each of the four co-design teams (likes, dislikes, and suggestions) 2. Presentation of ideas teams (presentation and generated ideas) 3. Observations by the three facilitators (group dynamics, forms of participation, approach to developing new ideas)</td>
<td>VR House Party—a VR simulation filmed with a 360° video camera to experience peer pressure and to drink in a no-risk (virtual) environment.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3. Results of Assessment of Study Quality

Overall, the quality of the studies was considered high based on the used MMAT checklist [28]. The study by Durl et al. [30] met the conditions in every category in the qualitative section and can be considered to be of high quality.

The study by Dietrich et al. [31] met most requirements regarding the mixed-methods category tool by both reviewers. However, the reviewers agreed on the lack of clarity regarding the qualitative results and quantitative methods. The qualitative findings were supported by only a few example quotes, which are a quality criterion for reporting qualitative research [34] to illustrate the analysis and conclusions in a transparent and convincing manner [35]. Nonetheless, this criterion was still sufficiently fulfilled, as it meets the scope of content analysis and the number of quotes is not defined in numbers [35]. In terms of the qualitative part of the mixed-methods, study information about the concrete sampling strategy was not reported. Furthermore, it did not become clear if the authors followed a strategy of dealing with divergences and inconsistencies between qualitative and quantitative findings.

The study by Vallentin-Holbech et al. [32] was considered to be of high quality in the category for qualitative studies as it met all conditions.

The study by Hadley et al. [33] was assessed based on the MMAT quantitative non-randomized trial category. The participants seemed to be not representative of the target population and confounders were not accounted for in the design and analyses. However, the measurements were appropriate (subjective and objective), and the outcome data was rated as complete. Furthermore, the intervention was administered as intended.

3.4. Study Findings

Qualitative findings on the creation process demonstrated that adolescents or young people were intensively involved and influenced the participatory production of the VR simulation. They felt included in designing the VR simulation to a high degree and they were surprised that most of their ideas were integrated into the film script (e.g., mini games in VR FestLab) [32]. Participants reported benefits such as a feeling of courage, empowerment, self-confidence, and increased self-efficacy [32]. Durl et al. [30] likewise focused on the creation process. They highlighted the importance of sensitization and facilitation for active inclusion of the target group using interactive methods, such as role-plays.

Positive comments were made by the participants on the novelty and technical advantages of VR as a medium. The immersive experience, interactivity, control, and possibility to choose one’s own path during the simulation have been mentioned [31,32]. “Realism” was often considered high [30,31]. Still, respondents requested improvements by further alignment of the story and contents with the realities faced by the target group [30].

Simultaneously, qualitative data revealed room for improvement and critical aspects. Quotes on the concept, technical, and film-related aspects, such as offering more options in decision making, the ability to move, improving the user interface, and optimizing the party setting or the actors were found [31]. A more accurate representation of the target group regarding the party setting, the music, characters, and language was further discussed [31]. The fact that peer pressure and negative consequences of alcohol drinking have been included in the simulations VR House Party and VR FestLab generally have been rated positively [31]. Nonetheless, participants of two studies stated that negative consequences could be more pronounced, which means more seriously or more frequently throughout the simulation and that peer pressure was not displayed in a sufficient intensity [30,31]. Moreover, qualitative approaches highlighted the importance of clarity about the scope of the participation and the objective of the simulation itself. In the study by Dietrich et al. [31] the main objective of the simulation (practicing decision making and experience consequences of drinking) was mostly understood by participants. However, some participants also mentioned divergent aims (avoiding or intending to get drunk). In line with these findings, Vallentin-Holbech et al. [32] noted that the overall purpose was
not clear to all participants in the development group and that basic facts were not well understood by all such as that participation was voluntary, as well as information on the subsequent process was lacking for some of the participants.

Quantitative findings by Hadley et al. [33] and the quantitative approach in the mixed-methods study by Dietrich et al. [31] have been focusing on changes in associated measurements due to VR such as arousal by cues [33] or mainly on alcohol-related outcomes [31]. Alcohol-related outcomes in Dietrich et al. [31] showed changes on some of the applied scales. Regarding attitudes towards excessive drinking, a significant reduction was found and knowledge on alcohol significantly increased. Behavioral intention remained on a low level after experiencing the VR simulation. Furthermore, no change in social norms was found.

Satisfaction with the VR simulation and creation process was high, both in qualitative [32] and quantitative parts of the mixed-methods approach [31]. Dietrich et al. [31] compared the effect of satisfaction with the VR simulation on several outcome variables, showing an association with knowledge, drinking intentions, and attitudes towards binge drinking: Higher satisfied participants showed a higher increase in knowledge on alcohol compared to low satisfaction groups. Further, higher satisfied participants showed lower intention to drink excessively and more negative attitudes towards excessive drinking compared to the neutral satisfaction group.

Inconsistent results appeared on self-efficacy. While Vallentin-Holbech et al. [32] reported an increase in self-efficacy due to the involvement in the co-creation process, Dietrich et al. [31] found a reduction of self-efficacy on the applied “Drinking Refusal Self-Efficacy Questionnaire-Revised”.

Hadley et al. [33] found a significant increase in heart rate and a significant decrease in respiratory sinus arrhythmia between neutral VR surroundings and a VR party simulation, indicating increasing physiological arousal. Differentiated results for the VR simulation segments (e.g., orientation/party introduction, substance use, and sexual risk) demonstrated that heart rate was significantly elevated across different scenes, whereas only the orientation/party introduction and sexual risk segments demonstrated a significant impact on respiratory sinus arrhythmia. Heart rate was elevated by substance use cues, while respiratory sinus arrhythmia was not.

In all four studies, gender was assessed in a dichotomous way (male-female). None of the studies outlined a definition or understanding of gender as a category. Each study reported an almost balanced gender proportion in their sample. The Australian project VR House Party and the US study [33] conceptualized a gender-specific simulation for boys and girls, while the Danish VR FestLab project did not outline gender-specific considerations. The US study was designed with opposite-sex flirting, while the other publications did not outline reflections on flirt orientation. In the developmental phase of the Australian project, differences occurred between the homogenous and mixed-gender groups. Homogeneous gender groups showed a greater degree of involvement than mixed groups, which could be due to a higher homogeneity of the group composition or higher sensitization incentives, as the authors acknowledge [30].

4. Discussion

Overall, our review revealed a modest research base showing the nascent nature of VR in alcohol prevention for adolescents. While the literature search was broad without restricting to specific research designs to identify all relevant publications in this field and to investigate the topic in its full complexity, results were rather sparse with only four suitable publications. Nonetheless, these studies revealed appealing findings due to diverse methodological approaches. Most of the studies focused primarily on developing and evaluating VR as a tool for alcohol prevention in adolescents. Two studies expressed the development of VR interventions. This reflects the early stage of research in this field.

The fact that “Realism” was considered to be a topic in all studies emphasizes the potential of VR. In addition, it was found that it is a challenge to develop a simulation that
corresponds with the realities of the target group. High levels of involvement and influence in the co-designing process and positive feedback, such as on novelty and interactivity, are reflecting the advantages of VR as a prevention tool. This was especially true for the participatory creation process with the target group. Hadley et al. [33] developed the VR-animation through an iterative process based on the feedback of the target population that previously participated in a series of focus groups and showed involvement during the creation process. At the same time, qualitative findings demonstrate the further potential of improving technical and conceptual aspects. Technical aspects include VR and film-related features as user interface, decision options, or the ability to move. Advances in VR technology may point to the challenge of keeping up with user expectations and technical possibilities. On the conceptual side, peer pressure should play a more important role in VR prevention programs because reacting to peer pressure is one central educational goal. This is in accordance with the findings of Dalgaard Guldager et al. [36] who published a study on usability and game experience of VR FestLab after the systematic search of this review was conducted. Participants here pointed out that peer pressure in the VR simulation has been “less than what the adolescents might experience in real life” [36] (p. 9).

In general, clear information on the scope, the voluntariness of participation, the study process, and communication of results is not only an ethical necessity but crucial to the claims of participatory research and development [37] and thus cannot be stressed enough as study reports reflect (e.g., [32]).

Further, qualitative findings point to the necessity of a more accurate representation of the target group regarding party setting, characters, music, and language. As the target group is largely heterogeneous, this can result in a developmental challenge. Therefore, tailoring possibilities of VR, according to social categories, such as gender, could be promising. VR House Party [30,31] and the animation by Hadley et al. [33] have created a gender-specific version of their simulation, while gender issues have not been the subject of discussion in the publication of Vallentin-Holbech et al. [32]. In VR House Party, gender was used as a category to create gender-mixed and homogenous groups in the co-creation process. Following methodological literature [38–40], gender homogeneous groups can show more interaction as there is less need for a group to bond. Correspondingly, in Durl et al. [30] only-girl and only-boy groups showed higher levels of involvement. Still, the methodological assumption on group composition cannot be verified. Higher levels of involvement could also track back to higher sensitization incentives that were applied, as the authors acknowledge. In the study by Hadley et al. [33] flirting was reported to be conceptualized as opposite-sex, whereas the other publications did not mention considerations of sexual orientation. All studies reported an almost balanced gender proportion in their samples, but further gender-specific conceptualizations and analyses have not been outlined or conducted in none of the four included studies. Therefore, further gender considerations and research is needed. This is in accordance with Dir et al. [41] who demand to consider different risk factors between boys and girls for prevention and intervention on binge drinking among adolescents. As so far the possible or already implemented tailoring of VR simulations according to gender has not been reflected or outlined, future research should address the gender sensitivity of such approaches. Based on current research [22] this should be conducted by including both, a diversity- and intersectional understanding of gender. Quantitative analyses showed changes in alcohol-related scales and physiological arousal. Attitudes towards excessive drinking have been significantly reduced as well as knowledge has been significantly increased [31]. Significant increases in physiological arousal between a neutral virtual room and a virtual house party scenario were observed [33], thus serving as a promising base for building affect management skills practice. Meanwhile, behavioral intention towards binge drinking showed low maintenance, and social norms remained unchanged [31]. Taken together, these findings point to the potential of VR as an educational tool for alcohol prevention on an attitudinal and cognitive level. A change in intention towards binge drinking could not be observed. However, the findings need to be interpreted with caution as no randomized controlled trials were
included in the review. Only within-subject study designs were conducted, and control conditions were missing. Furthermore, the findings do not allow any assumptions on the actual change of behavior. Evaluation studies are needed that combine methodological robustness with flexibility for varying VR conditions.

Satisfaction seems to play an important role in the creation process. User satisfaction was associated with knowledge, attitudes, and intention towards binge drinking, positively influencing these outcomes. Therefore, satisfaction with the intervention appears to be central and indicates that participants should be involved during the creation on a large scale.

The divergent outcomes on self-efficacy need to be reflected. While Vallentin-Holbech et al. [32] reported an increase in self-efficacy due to participation in the creation process, Dietrich et al. [31] measured an undesired reduction of self-efficacy. A measured reduction does not necessarily need to be counted as negative. It could also be a possible sign of increased awareness of the importance of peer pressure in which the programs intended to raise consciousness. These findings indicate that attention needs to be drawn to strengthening resistance skills with clear alternative behavior options which could be trained to ensure that the intervention does not lead to an unintended outcome.

Two studies used a pre-post design [31,33], while the other studies were cross-sectional, yet no longitudinal studies have been conducted. Therefore, effects on long-term behavioral change could not yet be assessed. This is in accordance with Durl et al. [12], Dietrich et al. [31], and Vallentin-Holbech et al. [32] who already have requested longitudinal and community-controlled trial designs effectiveness studies, as well as studies that compare VR and non-VR alternatives. In addition, as already Dietrich et al. [31] stated, the effectiveness of different story paths should be studied to ensure that all play-through possibilities are delivering the intended outcome, especially as VR simulations provide the potential of tailoring according to gender or other social categories.

This review has several limitations. Firstly, due to heterogeneous research activities resulting in diverse designs included in this review only a narrative synthesis according to Noyes et al. [29] was possible. Integration occurred in the interpretation of results in the discussion section. Nonetheless, the detailed description provided a profound insight into the recent developments of this emergent research field. Therefore, an emphasis on the creation process and first tests are a good basis for further research.

Secondly, this review is limited by its inclusion criteria. With seven databases of different disciplines, the preliminary approach was broad. Grey literature and conference papers have been excluded to give space to completed and peer-reviewed studies. As the research field is quickly developing the decision to include only peer-reviewed journal articles narrowed the findings. Therefore, ongoing research or current activities could not be detected. Further, the focus on adolescents led to an exclusion of eleven studies not focusing on this target group. It can be questioned if studies on young adults would have contributed to the review’s objective. However, the possibilities of prevention programs during adolescence are age-specific according to different developmental periods [42]. Therefore, findings from young adults cannot directly be applied to adolescents as the specific target group of this review. In general, the total number of included studies was small. This might be due to the research field’s novelty or to the specific research question of this review. Therefore conclusions have to be drawn carefully, as the data basis is sparse. However, for further development, results of comparable target groups, such as young or emerging adults, could be considered for developing VR as a prevention tool. In this regard, it can be rated as a good decision not to have included “gender” as a search term, as the number of results would have been even more limited.

Finally, the results of this review are restricted due to the limitations of the included studies. The qualitative findings [30–32] relate to their specific sample and design tasks and cannot be generalized. Also, the quantitative findings [31,33] lack control groups, which hinders a sufficient assessment of the efficacy or effectiveness of the program. In addition, the quantitative designs relied on self-reported measures and not on objective measure-
5. Conclusions

This review summarizes the research using VR as an educational tool for alcohol prevention in adolescents. Findings indicate that evidence is sparse, as so far there are only a few ongoing projects, namely the Danish VR FestLab, the Australian VR House Party, and a US-American project by Hadley et al. [33]. Four publications, which were derived out of these projects, met the inclusion criteria with a clear emphasis on adolescent alcohol prevention. While the last-mentioned measured quantitatively psychological arousal by substance and sexual risk cues in an animated scenario, VR FestLab, and VR House Party aimed to build resistance skills among participants for peer pressure in a filmed VR party simulation. Publications here focused on diverse outcomes and have been applying both qualitative and mixed-methods designs. Findings demonstrate the strength of involving the target group during the creation process. Positive results have been reported on “likes”, while other comments on “dislikes” reveal further development possibilities. Most importantly, peer pressure was recommended to be intensified, which is a crucial point, as resistance skills towards peer pressure are a central scope of the interventions.

Gender, assessed in all included studies in a dichotomous male-female expression, is partly considered during development and application, but not discussed or reported as a central aspect or possible category of customization—though two projects have developed gender-specific versions. Further research is needed to determine the potential, but also possible pitfalls that gender-specific versions may create.

As this research field is emerging, ongoing research can be expected. However, based on this review and based on the authors’ research recommendations, further empirical investigation is needed—especially when using gender as a tailoring category in interventions.

Taken together, this systematic review suggests that studies in the field are limited in evaluating the effects of VR as a means of alcohol prevention. First promising results and further improvement possibilities warrant additional research. Gender-sensitive research is needed to develop and test the opportunities and challenges of tailoring VR simulations. Hence, cooperation with developers and researchers of previous projects as well as the target group can be promising. Based on this, innovative gender-sensible VR simulated interventions for alcohol prevention in young people should be developed and existing prevention programs need to be enhanced.
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